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Serenade, Coronation, Dance
Highlights Color Day Program

Of State
Lord Caradon, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs and
Permanent United Kingdom Representative at the United Nations, will be commencement speaker at The College of Woos
ter s graduation ceremonies Monday morning, June 6, Presi
dent Howard Lowry announced
this week.
Over 300 seniors will graduate
at the Centennial Commencement
which will climax a long weekend
honoring both the seniors and returning alumni. As many as 3,000
alumni are expected to return to
reunion
the campus for the
for all former Wooster students.
Alumni activities will dominate the
schedule Friday and Saturday.
Lectures by Dr. William Schrei-ber- ,
Dr. John Carruth and Dr.
Aileen Dunham will constitute the
annual Alumni College curriculum.
Dr. Schreiber will discuss "The
Amish Today," Dr. Carruth's paper is entitled "400 Years of Organ
Music," and Dr. Dunham will present a paper, "Dilemmas of American Foreign Policy."
all-cla-

sponsibility for dealing with governments of new countries, particularly in Africa, about economic

Glasgow Professor

ss

Fills Gillespie Chair
David Lloyd-Jonefaculty
member at Glasgow University
in Glasgow, Scotland, will be
the Gillespie Visiting Profess,
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A long week of 100 opportunities for fun and entertain-
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ment, with the theme "100 Years wiuVFlying Colors," will
greet the Centennial-consciou- s
College and the Wooster community May
Color Day 1966 is the 55th annual celebra
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tion, this year under the leader
ship of Zan Gray and Bob Hahn
with their 24 member committee.
The Section Serenade Concert in
the Chapel at 8:15 on Monday, an
nounces the beginning of activities
which continue on a high note
through Sunday's Symphonic Band
Loncert on the Quad.

and Saturday, the 10:00 a.m.
Coronation. Rosie, one of last
year's chairmen, will be escorted
by Wade Boyle; maid of honor
Dannie Peacoe by Don Kennedy;
Ruthie Kulp by Mike Stott; Carolyn Dobay by Jim Young; Linda
Scott by Glenn Herrick; and Bette
Ipsen by Pete Soloway. The CoroQueen Rosemary Capps and her nation will bring back memories to
0MWP4,
court begin active reign with the many former Color Day Queens
LEWIS MUMFORD, the Centennial celebration's
resisecond
Queens banquet, Thursday, fol- who will attend the ceremony.
aeni scnoiar, will close the Humanities week tomorrow in a
lowed by attendance at the play.
The play, "Look Homeward,
W'th
Howard
Hanson
and
Wib$in
rnday evening features the Angel," based on the novel by
tC
Queen s Ball in the Church House, Thomas
Wolfe, will feature guest
star Nan Martin. She played in
the Broadway production of "J.B."
and has also appeared in movies
and on television. The male lead
in the play will be filled by senior
Ross Morgan. The play opens Wednesday at 8:15 for a four day run.
"In a sense, man has always been a little too smart for his own good;
and for that
The traditional Super Athletic
matter, he still is; for he has had too many potentialities, too many
interests
to be field competition between Sections
able without an immense effort, to make good use of them .
. . " said Dr
Lewis will highlight Friday's
Mumford Monday night.
picnic. The Lacrosse team will set
Technology has become increasthe sporting pace in a match with
"Man is completely alive only Oberlin, 3:30 Friday. Entertainingly dehumanized and demoral- was in ritual. "No primitive tribe
has yet been found without a when every
ized, continued Mumford. Man has
part of his nature and ment for Friday night is the folk
seemingly
meaningful
ritual,"
re
every
of
part
become
his daily activities group, Two Boys from Boston.
He is taking
vealed Mumford. The repetition are centered
on the pursuit of During intermission, judges will
an inferior position to the machine,
and association with others in
e
significance," said Mumford. review the wealth of beards
sacrificing his autonomy. "When
grown
rehearsal
of
he
ritual,
feels,
Man's
greatest need has been to in true Centennial style and variety
machines become autonomous and
lead in a very long slow process organize his
cerebral activities, for this contest. A variety of winman becomes automatic
the
to verbal communication and dreams,
myths
pursuit of significance will come
and the like, ners will be announced and awardlanguage.
through an increase of symbols ed prizes during Saturday mornto an end," he said.
"In achieving speech, man could for the pursuit.
ing's festivities.
"I believe that if this generation not
possibly have known what he
sufficient
Self expression is as important
acquires
understanding of was doing until he had
Saturday, Color Day proper, will
done it
man's historic role and sufficient and beheld
as
communication. "Expression is commence with the
the results," claimed
Coronation,
the very essence of being," eminsight into his still unexplored Mumford.
Color Day Pageant, and the May
Language was first a
potentialities, we shall be able to means of
phasized Mumford, and ritual was
tribal communion and
Pole Dance in the morning. The
contrive a better destiny for manthe first kind of expression.
afternoon is devoted to varsity
identification, not a means of
kind than the one that seems at
communicating information.
"My most daring assumption is competition in all spring sports.
present in prospect," continued
In terms of dreams it was a that the order of
Starlight Dance,
human ritual The
Mumford.
public expression of a private was basic to every other
live music, will close the evewith
kind of
Man is primarily a symbol-makinworld and a public key to the order, both that of
language
and ning on the old tennis courts.
animal, conjectured Mumford. private world of others in a tribe. that of
technics; and that ritual
The Color Day Pageant written
Symbols were first imposed on him Once the symbolism formed
a repetition, so far from being mean- by Scott Craig,
son of the College's
by dreams which were taken very language, man's consciousness exingless, actually laid the founda- William C.
Craig,
is being directed
seriously by early man. They were panded in every direction, bring- tion
for every other kind of mean- by Gay Flory. It is
entitled. "The
a source of instruction for him ing more and more of his experi- ing,
in expression, in communica-tion- , Tree That
Wood
Knot
Leaf Well
and highly valued by him.
ences into the realm of
and in practical control," Enough Alone."
Man's next contact with symbols
summarized Mumford.
it
The big weekend will also offer
may turn out that only if we Open Houses
in the Sections Fri
understand our own nature better day
evening; all campus (ben
and resume the pursuit of signifi- Houses Saturday;
Alumni activicance, shall we be able to control ties; coffee hour
after church Sunour increasingly dehumanized and day; and Senior
I.S. Art Exhibit
demoralized technology."
and reception Sunday afternoon.
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sor at The College of Wooster
academic year.
during the 1966-6Dr. Lloyd-Joneassistant and lecturer in Glasgow's department of
politics, will teach courses in political science next year at WoosMiss Dunham and John Swigart, ter. During the first semester he
retiring members of the College will conduct classes in the History
faculty, will also be honored dur- - of Political Thought and Western
.1
ing the weekend.
European Democracies.
The highlight of the alumni afThe Gillespie Visiting Professorfairs will be the
reunion ship was created in 1958 after a
luncheon under tents on the Sever- gift to the College from Miss Mable
ance practice field Saturday after- Lindsay Gillespie of Pittsburgh in
noon.
memory of her parents.
Sunday and Monday's events
Most recent of the visiting prowill focus attention on the 300 fessors was Dr. Luis Roberto
graduating seniors. Baccalaureate
of Argentina, who taught
services will be held Sunday morn- Spanish last year. Dr. Raju and
ing with President Howard Lowry Dr. Garcia-Pintare now regular
giving the Baccalaureate address. faculty members at the College. .
The graduation will be conducted
Born in India, Lloyd-Jone- s
was
on Quinby Quadrangle.
educated there and in Great BritLord Caradon, who received the ain. After serving three years as
Life Peerage when he was ap- a minor scholar at St. John's Colpointed to his present post by lege at Cambridge, he began docPrime Minister Wilson in October toral studies there in 1955. He was
1964, has had a long career with part-timsupervisor in history at
Great Britain's Colonial Service, bt. John s, (ueen s and Pembroke
having held positions in Trans- - Colleges, and received his Ph.D.
Jordan, Cyprus, Jamaica, Nigeria from Cambridge in 1959.
0
anai rL.yrenaica. tt
ne was governor He then joined
the faculty at
and Commander-in-Chie- f
in Cy- Glasgow.
This year he worked with
prus from December 1957 to Aug- Dr. Eldon Bowman,
former assistust 1960, when that country gained
ant professor of political science at
its independence.
Wooster, who is now also on the
As Sir Hugh Foot, he served as Glasgow faculty.
the permanent United Kingdom
representative on the United Nations Trusteeship Council in 1961
and 1962. He lso represented the
United Kingdom on the Fourth
Committee of the General Assembly, and acted as principal adviser
in the British Mission to the UN
by Sue Anderson
on matters concerning relations
Nan Martin has already scored a success at Wooster with the cast and crews of Look
with newly independent nations.
She relaxes into working with students and an unfamiliar director with
In January 1963, he was ap- Homeward. Angel
pointed Consultant to the United an enthusiasm that livens everyone in contact with her. The comment heard repeatedly
is that "She brings us out of ourselves." She does, and the results a
Nations Special Fund, with the re- - from the
week before production time are
natural performances exuding a shall's wife in serious drama, and
liveliness rarely seen in student Eliza Gant in the Wooster production. "I would play in an Egypproductions.
tian basement, if it were a good
mm
The charming key to Miss Mar- part," she commented.
tin is an unaffected delight in
drama. She willinglyMedves her
The Little Theatre isn't the only
successful career on Broadway group of dramatists enthusiastic
several times a year to appear in about Miss Martin. She approves
a variety of plays simply for the all American productions sent
?
'
experience of playing the different abroad as a member of the selecroles. "How could I tell my grand- tive President's Committee on Fine
children I was an actress,' she Arts. She has performed in Lonasked, "if I never played Shaw, don in The Three Sisters to much
Shakespeare, or Eliza Gant?"
critical acclaim. The Central Park
productions of Shakespeare feaBecause of her desire to explore tured her as Gertrude
in Hamlet
many kinds of drama, Miss Mar- and in The Taming of the Shrew.
Jl V
tin hesitates to appear in any one She has also been invited to join
role for a length of time. Her the Arena Stage Repertory
Players
longest performance was the role in Washington.
of Sarah in the Broadway produciillilllllllllllllil:
llilllllllllll!
tion of . B. with Pat Hingle,
Wooster theatre-goer- s
will cerChristopher Plummer and Ray- tainly enjoy one of the most
mond Massey. At the moment she's memorable productions by the
debating accepting the role of Speech Department Color Day
Elect ra in a Greek theatre produc- Weekend. Miss Martin adds a protion with Judith Anderson as
fessional flair to the show through
because it would tie her her continuous interest, giving the
down for the whole summer.
best Thomas Wolfe's story has to
This has been an ideal season in offer. The sparkle and intensity
Miss Martin's eyes because she the play showed in rehearsal will
has played an Argentine, Jack Car- undoubtedly come through in
already a success
NAN MARTIN:
ter's wife in a comedy, E. G. Mar actual performance.

Man Seeks Significance In Symbolism
Evolving From Ritual, Says Mumford
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Nan Martin Livens Little Theatre Production
With Infectious Vitality And Seasoned Talent

1966 COLOR DAY
MONDAY, MAY 2

8:15

Men's Serenade Concert, Chapel

co-sta- rs

(

Cly-temnest- ra

FESTIVITIES

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4

8:15

"Look Homeward, Angel," Scott Auditorium

THURSDAY,

MAY 5

Queen's Banquet

6:00
8:15

Play

FRIDAY, MAY

6
Lacrosse, vs. Oberlin

3:30
5:00- -

6:30

8:00-10:- 00

8:15
9:00
10:30-12:3-

Picnic and Games
Two Boys from Boston, Gym

All-Colle-

ge

Play
0

Judging for the Centennial Beard Growing Contest
Queen's Ball, Church House;
Open TUB; Open Houses in Sections

SATURDAY,

MAY 7

9:30
10:00

Alumni Registration
Coronation; Pageant; May Pole Dance;
Introduction of Former Queens
12:30 Luncheon for Former Queens at the Inn
1:00 Varsity Golf, Track, Tennis and Baseball;
Open Houses in All Dorms on Campus
2:30- - 4:30 Alumni Reception, Compton
9:00-12:Starlight Dance, Old Tennis Courts
30

All-Colle-

ge

SUNDAYMAY 8
10:30 Westminster Church
11:30 Coffee Hour in Front of Chapel
3:00 Symphonic Band Concert, on the Quad
4:00-- 6:00 Senior I.S. Art and Reception, Art Building
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Peace Corps Rep

The Dead Line
While the SGA Educational Policy Committee and the
faculty have taken a number of progressive steps in recent
months to improve the curriculum here, we wish at this time
to suggest a possible
of one of Wooster's finest
programs Independent Study.
The independent study program is one of the features
liberal arts
that separate Wooster from the
school. It is easily one of the strongest bargaining points for
Wooster grads in gaining admission to graduate school. Many
reports have filtered back to the campus praising the preparation for the independent graduate study that the Wooster
re-evaluati-

Visits Here May 3

'
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The Vietnam war is finally invading the comfortable
lives of college males across the nation. Military service,
which has never figured highly in the plans of our generation, suddenly looms ahead, large and threatening.
The dominant response to this situation among college
students appears to deny any obligation to serve at this time.
Avoiding the draft has become a respectable and expected
national pastime among college males.
Each college male, whether threatened immediately by
the draft or not, must consider responsibly the source of his
apprehensions about and opposition to military service. Many
react unfavorably to the loss of time and money or education,
and the possible loss of life. The military service no longer
glitters with the romance it once held for American youth;
many have lost contact with the traditional concept of military
service as what General Hershey calls "the privilege and
obligation of free men."
By far the most widespread source of student opposition
is the ambiguous nature of the war itself. We don't understand it, we don't support it, and we may even actively oppose it. We do not wish to risk our futures for a war effort
with which we cannot sympathize.
Many will continue to avoid the service by requesting
student deferment; others will serve unwillingly. Only a
few will choose to serve. All must examine closely and critically the negative attitude which prevails today on all college
loss of time, money, even
campuses. Personal inconvenience
life is not reason enough for avoiding the fulfillment of each
American s privilege and obligation."
Conscientious objections to this particular war
the issue. If the student is to avoid the draft on these
grounds, he must do so only on the basis of hard study of
policy and disciplined moral reflection. The decision to avoid
serving in the military during this crisis cannot be casual or
uninformed. Such a decision must follow the exercise of
rigid moral, political, and intellectual judgment.
The student who plans to stay out of it if he can must
examine the war and himself critically, responsibly, to as
certain that he is truly serving his nation and himself best
by staying out. Our nation's position requires an honest and
critical evaluation of our national policies and of ourselves,
which has not been asked of college students in recent years.
.
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Published by the students of The College of Wooster during the school year
Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students and should
not be construed as representing administration policy.
This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all corres
pondence to the VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
DON KENNEDY,
LARRY HANAWALT

Editor-in-Chie-

Associate Editors

PETE JENKS, Business Manager
SUSAN ANDERSON, Features Editor
JOSH STROUP, Sports Editor
LOUISE COCHRAN, RUTHIE WAY,
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MARK JOHNSON, News Editor
ROBB REINKER, Advertising Manager
JOHN SCERBA, Photography Editor
DANNIE PEACOE, Ambassador
Editors
Plenipotentiary without Portfolio
Keporters: Jams leal, Dave rurcell, John Ryan, Carl rulvermacher, Mark
McCoIloch, Will Johnson, bue Ootshall.
Photographers: Mike Jackson, Ed Hershberger.
Cartoonist'. Stan Good.
Columnists: Mike Hutchison, John Pierson, Harvey Tilden, Deane Calhoun
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tive will visit the Wooster campus Monday and Tuesday?
May 2 and 3. Mr. Tim Kraft,
a Volunteer who served in Guatemala, will be on campus to explain the Peace Corps and its

special training programs for this
summer.
There will be an information
booth in Andrews Library, and
Kraft will be available throughout
visit to speak with
the two-dainterested groups or individuals in
the Memorial Room. He wishes
specifically to speak with Juniors
about Advanced Training Programs for this summer.
y

If

Not Graduate School,

Then--- ?
by Deanne Calhoun

ar

The Dangling Man

on

,

ill

program provides.
Tampering with what seems to be such a successful enterprise may seem heretical, but we feel it is only realistic.
While many students here are stimulated to do greater work
by the independent program, there are too many others for
which this potential merely becomes an exercise in artful
procrastination. Part of assuming maturity is knowing one's
own capacities. There are a great number of students here
who simply do not have the capacity to work without the
deadlines. For these people, the
pressure of
main commodity gained from I.S. is the ability to impress
an advisor while doing a minimum of work.
Near every I.S. deadline, stories circulate around campus about students who have written an entire 70 page thesis
in a matter of days. No one gains from cramming nine hours
a week (the desired weekly quota of time spent on I.S.) into
a single week of frantic day and night research and writing.
We do not suggest that the program should be eliminated.
For certain students, it is highly beneficial. But for others
who recognize their own unwillingness to study diligently
and independently, an additional three-hour- course in their
major field might prove more enlightening. The I.S. program
should not be restricted merely to honor students, because
some students with lower grade point averages will do better
work in this field, and will benefit more. But we feel that
the idea of offering I.S. on an elective basis should definitely
be considered. Students who benefit from the present program
will not be penalized and those who do not presently benefit
may perhaps spend their time more wisely.

Co-Circulati-

.

.

on

run-of-the-m-

"Our Man in Borneo," a new

"Well, young lady, just where are you going to Graduate School? Oh, you're not
documentary film about
I
where
Well,
Oh,
like
to
teach?
going
don't
see.
are you
to see children from the Peace Corps will also be shown
yet.
you
that position. I see. Then it's Secretarial School, hmmmmmmh?" And thus goes the con Monday at 4:15 in the Library
Lecture Room.
versation of at least every other person I talk with. I am surprised that more don't question
30-minu-

me about nursing. Apparently that
whim is supposed to die along
with the fireman and soldier craze.
A small blessing.

only they had selected a secretarial utilizing a
typing
school previously. Lying flat on technique, over a year ago I bethe floor after having had the rug gan to inquire about openings for
whipped out from under her, the people of my status. After receivdisillusioned senior might just ing many suggestions, and writing
grab onto this secure money-makin- g
between 10 and 20 letters, I found
venture. Dreams will be paint- that I had uncovered opportunities
ed ot our Liberal Arts graduate in Social Work, general sociology,
working her way up to the execu- publishing, government research,
tive offices. (The brochure does not journalism, NSA, personnel, Povsay, however, if this is by carrying erty Program, and discriminatory
coffee to the V.P. or by being car- employment investigation.
ried into his office.)
Many of these jobs were in
Allow me now to remove my
Washington, so after I had taken
tongue from my cheek ( or perhaps
the required Civil Service exam, I
my foot from my mouth) and explain a few comments. I think that trotted down for a series of deteaching is a fine profession, but lightful interviews. Once there, I
do not believe it to be the only was given other suggestions in realternative for the young woman lated areas that I
never knew
who does not choose secretarial
existed. I have accepted a job,
work. As for the latter, it, too, can
he a noble profession, but defin- and am now passing my former
itely is not the only road for one letters of inquiry and addresses of
without teaching credits. One need contact to others who are now
not cling desparately to a manual facing my past dilemna.
skill simply because one does not
In retrospect, I feel sorry that
have the desire to go on immedi(Continued on Page i)
ately with further academic endeavor. Granted, in any job, one
plausibly will have to type a bit,
but this does not mean that one
non-existe- nt
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quite the same
bar rage. The
questions asked
them are only
two: "Are you
studying, or are

v.-.

Male potential graduates obviously do not have to put up with
.--

semi-regul-

V

JN,.W.V.W.O

fighting?"

Thus,

unless
they are return-

vjflCwTvvWvWVAV.'.'.v.V."

ing for a fifth
Deone
year of under
graduate work, conversation about
the future is rather scant.

The first conversation has a
number of implications. Obviously,
the questioner is a bit narrow-minde- d
and
but he
still must have some basis for his
rather limited scope of questions,
and blatent image of the Miss
'twixt B.A. and Masters, pausing
at only a forked road: to secretarial school, or to teach? One
soon discovers that this image is
perpetuated straight down to the
advice seniors receive from their must reproduce a dictaphone's demands eight hours a day. One must
campus placement offices.
look
beyond the too often already-painte- d
Too often, the first material for
horizons, and find one's
the future to be thrown at them
world.
own
is a list of secretarial schools, implying that the nearing B.A. de
Not knowing exactly what kind
gree is worthless, and that a solid- - of work I wanted, but realizing
paying job would be in hand if that it would not be teaching or
old-fashione-

d,

Richard Wilbur: Significance
In A Brooks

Brothers Suit

by Paul McKnight

The

Wilbur remains "on the road,"
and mainly uptown. His poems
still appear in The New Yorker; he
has translated Moliere's Tartuffe
in poetry and it appeared at Lincoln Center in January. And he is
still a full time professor of English at Wesleyan University in Connecticut.

finds significance in the particular

things and events around us, possessing as Stevens did, that imaginative eye which magnifies the
insignificant to the significant.
This is a humble acceptance of the
human condition and it excludes
theological or metaphysical systems. Wilbur shows us he has no
use for the pretentious aggrandize
ment of man in "Gemini," and for
the false canonization of the feminine ideal in "She."
If Wilbur is not iconoclastic,
prophetic, apocalyptic, it is not
to say that he has forgotten how
to criticize. Where on the one hand
he appears conservative in "Ad
vice to a Prophet," on the other
hand he appears hip indeed in "A
Summer Morning." He is witty
and worldly in "Gemini," and in
"Two Voices in a Meadow" he is
mystic. At the center of this mys
ticism is his finding significance
in the insignificant and his accept
ance of the human condition, re
calling the serenity of the Taoist

When Wilbur won the Pulitzer
Prize in 1957, Christian Century
found his poetry refreshing: "Mr.
Wilbur knows that the language
of poetry is not coextensive with
the language of he market place."
In contrast with many of his contemporaries "he is in possession of
that enormous technical virtuosity
that is today a normal part of the
stock in trade of those young poets
following from the tradition of
Pound and Eliot, Stevens, Auden,
and Marianne Moore." Beginning sage.
with the minute particulars, there
Wilbur's unpretentious wisdom
is a celebration of the "floors of
is like that of Robert Frost, but
earth" in, for instance, the collecthis is combined with the urbanity
tion, Things of This World.
of a poet profoundly aware of the
The implication is that Wilbur view from the city.

Seventy students from Wooster
have joined the Peace Corps since
1961. Forty-fiv- e
are working overhave
seas now, and twenty-fiv- e
completed service. The Peace Corps
has more requests for Volunteers
than it can fill, and the need is
growing greater. Juniors and seniors can still qualify immediately
for training programs this summer.
Mr. Kraft, the Peace Corps representative, is a 1963 graduate' of
Dartmouth College. The projects
on which he worked in Guatemala

included the construction of a
school and potable water systems.
His work experience previous to
joining the Peace Corps included
summer stock in Indiana, a farm
job in Norway, and a Senate Campaign Committee job in Washington.

He has traveled through five
European and 13 Latin American
countries. He enjoys skiing, football, and tennis as pastimes. For
more information contact Dr.
James Hodges or Linda Hager.

Coor Of Kindness
by

Rick

Pieters

"I c'n remember blue. The sky's blue

.

.

.

"

She likes the feel of grass on her bare feet.

"Grass is green, isn't it? What's green look like?"
What does the world look like to an
girl
18-year-o-

wno has been blind for 13 of
those years? She knows well the
four walls of her
tene
those
ment prison, but outside
walls is only beautiful and terrify
ing darkness. After you ve crossed
a street, do you have to push a
button to let the traffic go again f
What color is kindness and com- one-roo-

ld

Poitier, on the other hand, is a
successful,

middle-clas- s

business-

m

The Nation observed back in 1958 that Richard Wilbur pasion, sympathy and love? What
"wears a Brooks Brothers suit, has never recited from the color is the hand that leads you
from your emptiness?
Village Vanguard, quotes heavily from Greek and medieval
A simple unspoiled piece of
philosophies," and that it was really Wilbur "who is on the
road," compared to his more dazzling contemporary. Whatever happened to Jack Kerouac? Last word
is that he has given up Pendleton
shirts and settled in Northport,
Long Island.

te

cinematic art, A fated of blue
deals with a controversial topic
with taste and sensitivity unusual
in American movies. In her first
motion picture role, Elizabeth
Hartman, a refugee of Youngs-town, Ohio summer stock, is un
affected and moving; in her por
trayal of the girl. Sidney Poitier,
who discovers her alone in the
park and directs her groping, anxious steps, plays his part with great
understanding and warmth. The
girl's mother, a selfish, callous
prostitute, is played by Shelley
Winters, who won an academy
award for her powerfully convincing performance. The supporting
roles of Old-pa- ,
the drunken grandfather, and the other characters are
also well done, so that one is not
so much aware of actors, but of
real people moving in an
world of human indifference
and prejudice. Against this sordid
backdrop, common understanding
and friendship are powerful, beautiful directive forces.
all-too-re-

al

The story of A Patch of Blue
provides an effective turnabout on
the usual presentation of the prob
lems of racial prejudiced The white
girl is from poor white trash, as
her family might be called if it
were set in the South. She is ignorant, uncomplicated, and direct.

man, with everything to lose from
such a relationship. He is never
able to rid himself of the fear that
a love between them could never
work out . . . not today, not here.
She does not see the stares, the
backward glances of passers-by- .
She knows only her slave-worlof
squalor and cruelty until she is
led to a discovery, a new world
where people can talk, where they
listen, and where they care.
d

A Patch of Blue poses some dis
turbing questions through an experience that can leave none but
the most dispassionate viewer
moved. Through the girl's blindness, human compassion is stripped bare of any external color.

ATTENTION, MEN!

Men who are not planning to live in Sections next

year but have been denied
housing privileges
should make an appointment
with Dean Howard King as
soon as possible to discuss
room arrangements.
off-camp-

us

Kindness is placed naked in front
of the audience, and no rationalization is possible. Her love for
Poitier is direct, untainted, honest,
and only the others can make it
ugly only her mother, people on
the street only us. A Patch of
Blue is sharp, it is probing, and
it is tender and beautiful. As beautiful as the color of the sky. As
beautiful as the color of the grass
when you feel it touch your feet.
As beautiful as. the color of a
human heart when it touches the
edges of your loneliness.
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ImoGacfae&ii Lose hm;
Weber .Hits Two Umiwv$

The Scot Ught

On

fea

by Josh Stroub

by Dennis Goettel
For some strange reason, last week's "predictions" the most
complimentary name given to my major league picks) have caused
all sorts of slings and arrows of outrage to come shooting this way.
The reason doesn't seem so obscure though if you compare the number
of Cleveland and Pittsburgh supporters here with the number of Baltimore and Philadelphia fans. After dodging the flying barbs for a
week, even walking in front of Kenarden during peak frisbee traffic
is kid stuff. This certainly" seems like the time to pull my neck back
in and focus the "Scotlijrht on Wooster again.

rv ry

Later this spring, Wooster will have the honor of hosting

the Ohio Conference tennis championships. Unfortunately, the
matches are scheduled for the weekend of May
20 and 21, just when finals week is starting
(as if you didn't know). It's a must though for
anyone who isn't booked solid for those two
days. It's even worth studying ahead of time
to see all those
clean, white tennies
here at the same time. Defending champion
Ohio Wesleyan will no doubt be back to fight
off Wittenberg, Denison, Oberlin, and Kenyon
the elite in this tough conference for the past
three years. Last season, Wooster started making a bid for membership in the "in" group
Josh
and ended fifth in the tournament team stand
ings. Three Scots were very impressive in that '65 tourney. Bob
Archibald, then a freshman, made it to the
in the
number six spot. His loss then was the first in two years of competition. Will Johnson wasn't eliminated until the finals at the
number five spot.
well-fille- d,

semi-fina- ls

This year's
Jim Poff collected a whole list of honors
second team
honorable mention
and
and a place among the top four players in the Ohio Conference. All
these men will be back this year so it looks like fine times. Keep an
eye on freshmen George Fitch and Bill Hufford, too. After two matches,
Fitch is the only Scot without a loss this year and Hufford pairs with
him to make one of the finest third doubles teams around. OWU
isn't going to give up its crown willingly, but of course what championship team would? The Bishops got the title last year after playing
tic with Oberlin and Wittenberg. The competition
out of a three-wawasn't over until the Monday morning after the scheduled weekend
of matches. Wittenberg's Bill Barrett and Jim Sema both showed
their stuff here last Tuesday and they promise to be top contenders
for singles berths in the Conference. Oberlin has Jon Solow and
Jay Hewesh, and the list for OWU, Denison, and Kenyon is no less
impressive. Nothing will be decided until the last ball goes beyond
the base line.
co-capta-
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The Scot baseball team dropped their only two games
this past week by identical scores of 2 on road trips to
Akron and Heidelberg. Two home contests against Ashland
and Hiram were washed out by rain.
lhis afternoon, Wooster enter--

xl

tained conference-favorit- e
Marietta
and tomorrow travels to Oberlin
for a double-heade- r
in an important weekend slate. Next week the
diamond men visit Ashland on
Tuesday and host Muskingum on
Thursday.
On April 20, the Black and Gold
ran into early inning trouble at
Akron giving up all five runs in
the first three innings. The Scots
rallied several times only to push
two men across home and to leave
11 men stranded on the bases. Both
teams had eight base hits, but the
Zips bunched theirs to hand sophomore Bob Courson the loss in his
second start of the season.

John Swigart's team traveled to
Tiffin and saw a 2-- 1 lead fizzle in
the cool weather as the Heidelberg
team came up with four runs in
the bottom of the eighth to salvage
the victory. The loss dropped the
Scots to
in the Ohio Conference standings, below the Student
Princes who are now
1--

3

2--

2.

Hyzer's Streak Ends
Weber tied a College of Wooster
record held by seven others with
two home runs in one game to
give the Scots a 2-lead. The
classy freshman raised his average
to .533, third best in the Ohio
Conference. His two home runs
unfortunately came with the bases
Unearned Runs
empty each time. Both homers
Only two of the five runs were were hit about 350 feet over die
earned against Courson as Dan left field fence.
Roseberry committed errors in
The first blast came in the.
the second and third innings which
aided the Akron scoring. Junior fourth inning and was the first
Larry Ramseyer took over for Wooster hit of the game making
POWERFUL PAIR: Bill Hufford watches unbeaten doubles
The second shot
Courson with one out in the third the score,
with
came
two
partner George Fitch unload another overhead smash against
out in the sixth
and pitched scoreless ball through
and
the
Scots
gave
Wittenberg.
a 0 margin.
the remainder of the game allowHowever,
Heidelberg's Dick Steing only two fluke hits.
wart led off the bottom of the sixth
The Scots scored one run in the
with a home run to center. This
sixth inning when George Bare
was the first run scored off Woosaccounted for his seventh RBI of
ter starter Alex Hyzer in 16 innthe young season with a double,
ings this season.
Upset-Minde- d
scoring Tim Jordan. Another run
Hyzer removed himself from the
was added in the ninth on a single
by Mike Weber, the Scot third game after the inning when his
by Jon Thomas
baseman. However, the hits were arm stiffened in the cold weather.
Disappointment and misfortune dogged the Scot track too spread out against Akron Junior Brian Miller
came in to
squad in its efforts in the Ohio Conference Relays last Satur- knuckleballer Marv Beal and the replace the starter. Miller retired
Scots were forced to settle for a Scots lost their eighth straight to the Princes in order in the seventh,
day. The upset-mindebut in the eighth walked the lead-of- f
the Rubber City boys.
mediocre finish, far behind the leaders. Misfortune struck
hitter and gave up two singles
On Tuesday of this week, Coach
r
to
make the score even at
in the form of injury: star quarter-mileThe
Scot pitcher then fanned HeidelDan Sabo suffered a severely
berg's number four and five hitters
pulled thigh muscle and will be
lost for a major part of the season.
and appeared nearly out of the
jam.
by Bill Marsh
Wooster had hoped to dethrone
Instead substitute Bill Colby hit
one or several of the OAC powers,
Last Monday, the Scot netmen dropped their second a three-ruhomer over the left
but was unable to seriously
7-field
match
of
fence
the
the
to decide the verdict.
season by losing to
Wittenberg Tigers
threaten the leaders' point monopoly. As expected, Akron, Mount Although the score may hint at an overpowering maul by the
domUnion and Baldwin-Wallac- e
Tigers, the teams were closely matched, and the spectators
inated the competition.
Golf
were treated to. some outstanding
Despite the disappointing team tennis.
total, several outstanding performCoach Van Wie commented that,
On Two OC
ances were turned in among the
"the spectators here today will
Scots' efforts. Rick Waidler conwitness a better caliber of
by Mark McColloch
tinued his string of sparkling per- rarely
Conference tennis." The volleys
formances in the 880, contributing
The Scot golf team suffered
were long and fast, and the play
a 1 :55.6 leg in the distance medley
intense as the entire match lasted
its first loss of the season on
relay. The quartet of Ken Norris,
a marathon of four hours.
Mike Gordon, Buddy Harris and
Thursday, April 21, at the
Archibald Finally Loses
Jim Long sprinted to a third place
hands of Kenyon, the defendfinish in the shuttle-hurdl- e
relay.
The Scots' only score in the
ing Ohio Conference champs. The
The combined leaps of these same singles column was by freshman
Lords
took the match by a score
four in the high jump garnered the George Fitch at the fifth slot, who
24.5-1.5- .
of
Medalist for Kenyon
Scots a second place. The
e
fl
to
soundly defeated Wittenberg's Stan
4i
was
Perry
if
Hudson
with a 73, while
relay squad, consisting of Pat Stankey, 6-Jim
John Davidson took second with a
Dewey, Gil Cargill, Hugh Ruffing Poff's match
at first singles was the
75. AH of the Lords shot 80 or
and Rick Waidler, logged a fifth longest of the afternoon, and as
better.
place finish.
it turned out was the deciding loss,
The Scots' medalist was sophoDan Sabo's injury came just as
Ron Houser who fired a 79,
more
he was pulling away from the
Wooster's other
Tad
and senior Tom Cooper's 80 was
pack in his leg of the 880 relay. Trantum, filling the second singles
L
.
good for the number two spot.
He may be returning to full position, was defeated by Jim SeVan Wie and
Poff Doug Shriver's 81 brought his first
4-strength in time for the conference ma,
At the third singles
absence from the medalist position
meet, but he will not be ready spot, Will Johnson bowed to Tiger
defeated Wittenberg's Stankey and for the Scots. Junior Bill Patterson
6-for either of the two meets to John Schwemleiw,
4-2-Rick Creveling
This had an 85 to take one point for
be held in Severance Stadium this
Bob Archibald, Wooster's fourth is the second time this season that the Scots, while Tom Cooper got
season.
man, ended his two undefeated Fitch has won his singles match the other half.
seasons by losing to Wittenberg's and gone on to pair with Hufford
The Scots came back to score
Allen Mitchell 6-and Scot to take third doubles, and a double a double
victory in Saturday's
Bill Hufford fell to the Tigers' victory for himself.
At second three-wamatch
with Oberlin and
6-sixth man Steve Anderson
doubles Poff and Archibald fell to Ohio Wesleyan. Wooster took Westo make the match score
Tigers Schwemleiw and Mitchell leyan, 16.5 to 5.5, and beat Ober-lin- ,
Wooster's only other point of
Wooster's first doubles
14-8- .
Oberlin's Joel Laskin
the afternoon came from a win by team of Trantum and Johnson fell copped the medalist
honors with a
freshmen Fitch and Hufford who to Barrett and Sema
73, but was closely followed by
SPECIAL
Scot Bill Patterson with a 74.
Wooster captain Tom Cooper had
$2.50
a 76, while Doug Shriver and
freshman John Kattman both shot
Large Deluxe
77's. Houser, who had a bad back
PIZZA
nine, shot an 88.
0

1.

1--

0.

2--

Conference Relays Check
Trackmen
d

2--

Things are looking up for our perennially hapless tank men.
coach in Robert (Pat) O'Brien
They've just been given a full-tim- e
who was recently appointed by the College as head swim coach
and assistant football coach. O'Brien comes from Mansfield High
School where he coached swimming and baseball and was also
trainer for the football squad. Before that, the Iowa native
coached at Drake and Xavier Universities. At Drake, his alma
mater, O'Brien earned three football letters and was voted Most
Valuable Player before his graduation in 1954. The new coach
will be an assistant professor of physical education and so will
be teaching classes in addition to carrying on his coaching chores.

2.

Netmen Drop Marathon Match

n

2.

Team Tees Off
Rivals

Even while spring sports are going on, the football and soccer
squads are getting keyed for next season. Coach Lengyel has got his
workouts
gridiron boys conditioning themselves in short,
football
skills, as
is
not practicing
on weekday afternoons. The team
prohibited by Ohio Conference rules, but is working on isometrics,
calisthenics, and agility and endurance exercises. With a game on
the first Saturday of freshman week this fall, Coach Lengyel wants
to get to know the basic abilities of his team as soon as possible. This
way he'll have lo make fewer position shifts during the season.
all-busine-

ss

two-mil-

aren't governed by Ohio Conference rules the
hooters have been working on their soccer skills, as well as conditioning, for the past few weeks. Coach Nye is aiming for
Since they

each man to develop two new skills during the spring when there's
no pressure to work on team plays, as there is during the season.
If all goes well, the squad should be meeting Akron for a scrimmage before they leave for the summer. Both the soccer and
football teams will be back early as usual in the fall to get set
for their seasons.
NOW THRU TUESDAY
Week Nile 7:15 & 9:30
Sun. 2:30, 4:45, 7:00
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"DOT
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IN "HARPER"

COIN OPERATED
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DRY CLEAN

Dry 10c
Wash 20c
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00
Two Blocks North of Campus
Beall Avenue
ECON-O-WAS-

Beall at Hartzler

in
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264-18- 91

6.

$2.49
(We care enough

VW

to send the best!)

1965

in excellent condition

oca
264-292- 6

Phone
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WHITEWALLS

Freetllander's
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DIME
IN PANAVISION

PAUL NEWMAN

LAUNDRY

1
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AWARD CARTOON

ALSO ACADEMY

NEXT FRIDAY
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AWARD SPECIAL!
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X

1,

Open 2 p.m. -- 2 a.m.

SUNROOF;

low mileage

$1525.00
Phone

262-153-
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MORE ON

GeiEiipos Mews Mutes

SGA STANDING COMMITTEES AND COURTS
ACADEMIC HONOR BOARD

Jim Young, Chairman

JohnWhetzel
Kathy Calkins
Kathy Rhodes
Susan Anderson

change in the design of the College Ring will be discussed
at the Sunday, May 1, meeting of the SGA. A committee headed by
Jeff Kuntz has investigated student attitudes toward the present ring
and has proposed ideas for a new design. Students should contact
their SGA representatives before the meeting to discuss their ideas.
A

Max Rasamamahana, Chm.

Johnson Jato

'

Kitty O'Neill

Doug Topping
BUILDING

Peter Jenks, Chairman
Lynn Pocock

John Jimison
Anne Underwood

The Book Sale for the benefit of the Lincoln Scholarship

Leedia Catello
Dorothy White
Gloria Nelson
Patrick Cardon

Palmer
Pat Penovich

Bill

Steve Avakian
CHAPEL

Dave Jerome, Chairman
Linda Blewitt
Kathe Patterson
Sally Cheaney
Dave Smith
CURRENT ISSUES
Bill Chappell, Chairman

Molly Fritz
Phil Brown
Lexi Holm
Gary Houston

JanePoff
Stephen Dell
NSA

CO-ORDINAT-

OR

Tom Hammer
STUDENT SERVICES

Bob Mc Knight, Chairman

COLLEGE DIRECTORY

Karen Haus
Stan Good
Chris Senior
Meg Wanty

Pam Conover
SCOT'S KEY

EDITOR

Dave Jerome
FACTS FOR FROSH

EDITOR

Pat Penovich
EDITOR

DIRECTORY

FROSH

Carol Wood
POLICY

EDUCATIONAL

Dick Bunce, Chairman

Mark Johnson

PRIMARY

WOMEN'S

COURT

Gay Flory
Meg Wanty
Emily Albu
Pam Hill
Holly Humphreys
Diane Willcox
Dietra Delaplane

COMPLETE TUX OUTFITS

Kreeder
Cathy Crabtree
Paul Gocker
Sally Ann Winkler
Bill Layman
Kathy Stillson
Lee

RENTALS

for Proms and Social Affairs, all the Newest
Colors and Styles at Special Savings for the
College Students.

HIGH COURT

PhilZarilli

Tom Rosser

George Siedel
Alex Hyzer
Diane Thomas
Jeanne Noble

Lower

1--

face-of- f

1

with a gift that tells her
she is lovely and is loved .

7--

3

Wooster made five fast unsuccessful goal attempts and then John
Middaugh passed to Walt Manger
who quickly scored. Three attempts
later, Bob Muir made an unassisted
goal to complete Wooster's first
period scoring. Kenyon made two
points of their own in the same

P.

Kenyon started off the last per
iod with Rigali making a goal off
an assist from Barry Beireld. The
real breath-take- r
of the day came
the
of
end
the game. Wooster's
at
Geoff DeWolfe winged a shot that
was in the air when the buzzer
period when Dave Houghtin scored sounded. He hit the goal and
on an assist from Bob Poole and scored a point with no more than
Paul Rigali made an unassisted .1 of a second left.
score.
Don Crocker and Middaugh
The Scots went scoreless in the each had one assist for Wooster.
second quarter, but the Lords'
Greg Blackner netted two, one by
himself and one on an assist from

New York - Frankfurt

132S.Buck.ytSt.
WOOSTER, OHIO

1

Phono 262-78for Reservations
06

(Off Liberty St.)

Roar,

145',

Liberty

E.

WOOSTER
Holon Jeffrey

Owner and Operator

Flower $1.00; 2 Flowers $1.50;

3 Flowers $2.00

Buy One for Your Girl, Mother, or etc.

CHARGE

ACCOUNTS
Revlon

.

.

Cosmetics

t

ij

"

CARDS

COSMETICS

ISC

ljl

J,

--

nwir

t.

CANDY
Russell

Stover

Candies

TP""

Closest to the Campus

Hosiery

H IF FEB!

Sweaters

Blouses

Tbo DohIqIi iochf ol

Prescription Center
faoj, Inc.

"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phono

262-89-

41

FASHIONS OF DISTINCTION

Shalimar
byGuerlain

and GoMaqU fpi All 6ccaOonl
and Selection
Due to Our Prime Location and Wide Variety
Convenience

in Ordering

f

1 1

WOOSTER FLORAL

Continuous Service from
til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)

South Side of Public Square

7:30 a.m.

Phone

Costume Jewelry

Bags

UNIQUE COOKERY

For Reservations

Flavor Crisp Chicken
to Take Out

Pastel Colors: Pink, Blue, White, Yellow

S.: We have many excellent gift ideas

Lingerie

"SINCE 1925"

$360.00

In

to please both you and your Mother!

G

If

FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
99c
All You Can Eat!

CARNATION CORSAGES
for Color Day

Wooster, Ohio

on her day, Sunday, May 8

4,

Gold, but the Scots were down
at Kenyon, at the end of the quarter.

Rigali. In the third period, Ken
yon's Rigali scored two more and
Poole put in another. John Mid
daugh netted one for the Black and

PRIVATE PARTIES
FAMILY MEALS

REMEMBER MOTHER

at 2:30.
After the

Catering to
BANQUETS

in Dining Hall and TUB

In its second match of the season, Wooster 's Lacrosse
Club was downed by Kenyon's JV squad,
at Gambier
record that they
last Saturday. The stickmen now post a
will put to the test here today against Ohio State's JV's
8--

Dally 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 11:30 a .m. - 9 p.m.

sible future employment, but this
seemed to be the only available
path. I am extremely happy that
I did not bow to the god of security, which, in my case, would have
been filling out grad-schoapplications or sending money to a
secretarial school. I am looking
forward to a year or two of
thought, work, and independence
after which I will probably follow the academic highway again.

Orders Will Be Taken Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday

Record On line Here Today

1

NOW OPEN

Cost of Dressing Well

Wooster Sticlimen Lose To Kenyon JV,
1--

IS

to receive information about pos-

BRENNER BROS.
the

Linda Scott

On the Square

Place

had to bother so many people

ol

Joan Diley, Chairman

BUS BUREAU

I

Fund will be held Thursday, May 5, on the gymnasium side of
Kauke beginning about 3:30. The sale of used books donated by
members of the faculty and others will be open only to Wooster
students on Thursday. Faculty members will get their chance at
any remaining books the following day. Classified by topics, the
bulk of the books will be sold for a quarter, with a number of
paperbacks being offered for only a dime. The books deal with
I cannot honestly leave without
a wide variety of topics and have been donated from personal
posing
a question which has long
libraries for the benefit of the fund for Negro students.
been left unanswered: If knowledge of the many, many challengThe following students will participate in the Wooster-in-Vienn- a
program this coming summer: James Bates, Carol Ann Bulan, Kath ing jobs available to college graduerine Clark, Robert Fish, Kathleen Gage, Phil Graham, Tom Ham- ates were uncovered, would the undergraduate schools' proud record
mer, Eric Lien, Julie Longbrake, David Marx, Nancy Mossbarger, of students marching
immediately
Betsy Ridge, Paul Smith, and Gary Starbuck. They will be joined on to graduate work be reduced?
1 think so, but 1 think that this deby 10 additional students from outside Wooster.
crease would be more than made
There are a few places still available in the Wooster in Vienna up by the increasing number of
German Summer Session. Please see Dr. Schreiber in Kauke 238.
satisfied graduates who would now
be taking the time to be sure of
Judith Black, senior French major, has received a Fulbright their profession.
to study in France next year. She has been assigned to study at the
University of Lyon. Judy w ill study 19th Century French Literature
from September to June and then return for further graduate studies.

COMMITTEE

LIBRARY

Nancy Thomas

EDITOR

(Continued from Pago 2)

Steve Bone
Gisle Fitch
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

BLOODMOBILE

Martha Wynn

ORIENTATION

FRESHMAN

STARK'S
RESTAURANT

Graduate School???

Phones

263-478- 6

263-288- 6,

263-377- 1,

262-497-

2

JUNE 13 - AUGUST 18
Limited Space Available

is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its
computer for a live,
answer to this question.

Who

high-spee-

d

flesh-and-blo- od

FLAIR TRAVEL
;::::.

346

E.

Bowman St.
:'.--

Wooster, Ohio

264-404-

i

0

4

or
y. '
--

See Our Campus Representative

JANICE SAYER

:

,

-

date
such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or In any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send 53.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook end
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
Ideal dates, have found comouter dating to be excitini ssd
j highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful.
So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.
Your ideal

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avaia

OM&ai Cfy, O&hsa

Cherished by the
most fascinating
women in the world.
Now

First

Available
for the

Time in
Wooster

